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Abstract—Urban areas with rapid modernisations are affected by noise related health issues. This noise pollutions coming from the road traffic noise, rail traffic noise, air traffic noise, industrial noise, community noise and other miscellaneous sources affects humans in our day to day life. Sound Level meter (Make Bruel and Kjaer-2232) was used to make the noise sampling at various locations on the highway of concerned. The main objective is to compare the noise level on the NH-28 and NH-29 with the prescribed limits by Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) and to assert the reason of the noise source agent on the locations. Traffic Noise Index with Noise climate was also calculated to give us a clear idea about the status of Noise in the concerned stations. Residential areas, Commercial areas and Silent Zone were taken into account to carry out our research work. To find out noise levels which people encounter in highways in their daily life, we carried our sampling on the roadside and walked along the places on the National Highways. Golghar (NH-29) has higher values of noise levels at it is the main commercial place in the city of Gorakhpur. The noise level at Army School (NH-28) is higher than that of St.Andrew Inter College (NH-29) which are categorised under silent Zone.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sound and Noise are both interrelated, Sound is a form of energy which is emitted by vibrating body and travels in a definite medium which received by the nerves creates a sensation of hearing. Noise is unwanted sound and is a waste energy. Noise pollution is a slow and subtle killer [1] and no doubt it adversely affects human health. The word ‘noise’ is derived from Latin word “nausea” implying ‘unwanted sound’ or ‘sound that is loud, unpleasant or unexpected’ (Pawar et al. 2010)[2]. In recent studies by various world organisations noise has emerged as the third largest affected source for the people of urban areas. Noise in big cities is considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) to be the third most hazardous type of pollution, right after air and water pollution (WHO, 2005)[3]. Generally, high exposure to noise level can causes feeling of annoyance and irritation, damage to auditory mechanisms, number of health related effects like physiological disorders, psychological disorders, disturbances of daily activities and performances, hypertensions and schematic heart diseases[Canter,1996][4]. The total urban population of India has increased considerably over the past three decades, rising from 109 million in 1971 to 160 million in 1981 and then 217 million in 1991 and 285 million in 2001.[5]. Various studies carried out in India and around the world has shown concerns over the rising noise levels of the major cities. Various studies have been carried out in India although significant numbers of research papers have been published on various cities of India[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] carried out noise level assessment of Kerala, Vishakhapatnam, Bareilly, Guwahati, Dehradun, Bhadrak city, Kolhapur cities, Gorakhpur city(NH28), Navi Mumbai and Gorakhpur city respectively and all of them found that the noise level of their respective cities was higher than the prescribed limit by Noise Pollution (Control and Regulation) Rules, 2000 and MoEF (Ministry of Environment and Forest, Govt. of India). Highways Noise is generally dependent largely on the vehicles running. Vehicular noise depends on the quality of the engine and exhaust system, traffic flow, interaction with road surface and tire and honking of horns. Other noise sources in highways may be of construction machines, public address systems.

2. SITE DESCRIPTION

Gorakhpur is located at the eastern part of Uttar Pradesh. It has many significant and historical places and is well connected with rest of the country. Gorakhpur having latitude and longitude 26.7588°N and 83.3697°E respectively having total area 3483.8 sq. km with population 37,69,456.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Sound Level Measurement
Monitoring was carried out using the instrument at a height of 1.2 to 1.5 m and 1 m away from the chest. Ambient sound levels are being compared with the prescribed standards of CPCB (Central Pollution Control Board), India. The National Ambient Air Quality Standard in respect of Noise as specified under the Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000 is being referred for the present study [15].

Table 1: Permissible Noise Levels by CPCB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Permissible Noise level in dB(A)</th>
<th>Day Time</th>
<th>Night Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial Area</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Commercial Area</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Residential Area</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Silent Zone</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE:
- Day time shall mean from 6.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.
- Night time shall mean from 10.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m.
- Silence zone is an area comprising not less than 100 metres around hospitals, educational institutions, courts, religious places or any other area which is declared as such by the competent authority.
- Mixed categories of areas may be declared as one of the four above mentioned categories by the competent authority.
- dB (A) Leq denotes the time weighted average of the level of sound in decibels on scale A which is relatable to human hearing. A “decibel” is a unit in which noise is measured.
- “A”, in dB(A) Leq, denotes the frequency weighting in the measurement of noise and corresponds to frequency response characteristics of the human ear.

Leq is defined as the energy mean of the noise level over a specified period. The formula is represented by:

\[ \text{Leq} = 10 \times \log_{10} \sum_{i=1}^{n} 10^{L_i/10} t_i \]

Where,
- \( L_i \) = the noise level of any \( i^{th} \) sample
- \( n \) = Total number of sound samples
- \( t_i \) = Time duration of \( i^{th} \) sample, expressed as fraction of total sample time

The Equivalent worked out is further specified by writing the hours of total monitoring time \( L_{\text{eq(total hour)}} \). For example, \( L_{\text{eq(8)}} \) means the Equivalent Noise Level based on 8-hour measurement. The equivalent noise level (weighted on A network) during 24 hour time period with surplus of 10dB(A) correction is applied to the measurements during night time of 22hr to 7hr, is usually termed by \( L_{dn} \).

3.2 Noise Indices

Three noise indices were measured viz., Traffic Noise Index (TNI) [16], Noise Climate (NC)[17], Noise pollution Level(Lnp)[18] were calculated to determine the extent of noise pollution for all hours. Traffic Noise Index (TNI) is a parameter which indicates the degree of variation in a traffic flow expressed in dB.

\[ \text{TNI} = (L_{90} + 4 \times NC - 30) \text{dB(A)} \]

Noise Climate (NC) provides the range over which the sound levels fluctuate in an interval of time and expressed in dB (A)

\[ \text{NC} = (L_{10} - L_{90}) \text{dB(A)} \]

Noise pollution Level (Lnp) is also used to express varying levels of noise expressed in dB (A).

\[ \text{Lnp} = (L_{50} + NC^2/60 + NC) \text{dB(A)} \]

\( L_{10} \) means noise levels exceeding 10% in the measured time.\( L_{50} \) means noise levels exceeding 50% in the measured time.\( L_{90} \) means noise levels exceeding 90% in the measured time.

Chart -1: Noise level on Commercial Area
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study is conducted over six different locations in the month of February from 08hrs to 20hrs. The analysed data shows us that the stations on two highways NH-28 and NH-29 are all above the prescribed limits by CPCB. The flow of vehicles at NH-29 is more than that in NH-28. Out of the six locations Golghar is most affected by Noise pollution. The table of Traffic noise index (TNI), Noise Climate (NC) and Noise pollution levels are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time in hr</th>
<th>Station Name with category</th>
<th>Maximum Leq</th>
<th>TNI</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>NPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Kunraghat (Commercial)</td>
<td>81.80</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>85.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Golghar (Commercial)</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>Gorakhnath mandir (Residential)</td>
<td>93.62</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>94.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>Nandanagar (Residential)</td>
<td>97.57</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>89.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>St. Andrew Inter college (silent zone)</td>
<td>80.56</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>85.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

The Noise levels of all the stations are higher than the prescribed limits. The main source of noise is road traffic noise. At National Highway-28: Although at Army school and Nandanagar rail traffic also contributes to some extent in increasing the noise levels. At the time of railway crossing the traffic comes to halt and honking of horns of vehicles creates an environment of unbearable conditions.
Kurnaghat is the major road to connect to Deoria the State highway (SH-01) meets the National highway (NH-28). People density in that area is increasing at a fast rate, which directly impact the Noise. At NH-29: Golghar is the major affected place. It has the highest value of Leq and TNI. The number of vehicles operating on the roads of Golghar is the highest within all the stations. Gorakhnath mandir Residential area has narrow roads and community noise creates a noisy environment St. Andrew Inter college shows the lowest noise levels and its least affected by noise but the values are higher than the prescribed limits. Plantations of greenery near the road will help in absorbing the noise and hence minimise the noise levels. Speed monitoring in places where the roads are narrow should be implemented. Honking of horns near the silent zone should be prohibited.
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